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Revisiting fracture gradient: Comments on “A new approaching method to 16 

estimate fracture gradient by correcting Matthew-Kelly and Eaton’s stress 17 

ratio”  18 

 19 

Abstract 20 

A study performed by Marbun et al. [1] claimed that “A new methodology to predict 21 

fracture pressure from former calculations, Matthew–Kelly and Eaton are proposed.” Also, 22 

Marbun et al.’s paper stated that “A new value of Poisson's and a stress ratio of the 23 

formation was generated and the accuracy of fracture gradient was improved.” We found 24 

those all statements are incorrect and some misleading concepts are revealed. An attempt 25 

to expose the method of fracture gradient determination from industry practice also 26 

appears to solidify that our arguments are acceptable to against improper Marbun et al.’s 27 

claims.   28 

Keywords: fracture gradient; overburden pressure; pore pressure; Matthew-Kelly’s stress 29 

ratio; Eaton’s stress ratio; Poisson’s ratio; pressure safety drilling window; geomechanics;  30 

Highlights: 31 

• Revisiting fracture gradient model through Biot’s and Terzaghi’s Theory. 32 

• Comments on the methods of published paper by Marbun et al.’s, J. Pet. Sci. Eng. 33 

135, pp.261-267. DOI: 10.1016/j.petrol.2015.09.006. 34 

• Eight misleading contentions published on the Marbun et al.’s paper are revealed. 35 

• The typical value of Poisson’s ratio of rocks is summarized. 36 

• Well-known industry-based practice to develop a pressure safety drilling window is 37 

presented. 38 
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1. The physics of fracture gradient 40 

We would show the physics of fracture gradient equation as an introduction. The relations 41 

of strain and stress which are derived from Hooke’s Law (Eq. C-1) and Poisson’s ratio (PR) 42 

definition (Eq. C-2) appears as Eq. C-3 through C-5 [2] (See Appendix). Biot's Theory does not 43 

consider earth stress difference and interfacial effect [3]. 44 

�� = �� 

� = − �Т�|| 

�
 = 1
� ��
� − �(��� + ���)� 

�� = 1
� ���� − �(�
� + ���)� 

�� = 1
� ���� − �(�
� + ��� )� 

The simplified subsurface case assumes a homogeneous in lateral strain �
=�� ≡ �� and 45 

equal lateral effective stress �
�  and ��� . The  �
�  and ���  could be considered the same i.e. 46 

horizontal effective stress ���  for simplicity. Eq. C-3 can, therefore, be transformed into Eq. 47 

C-6.  Each �
�  and ���  are, in fact, different and may be attributed to maximum horizontal 48 

principal stress ����
 and minimum horizontal principal stress �����. The focus remains on 49 

lateral and vertical stress-strain relation. 50 

�� = 1
� �(1 − �)��� − ����� 

The model considers a critical point where minimum effective lateral stress ���=�(�����) 51 

reaches zero lateral strain ��=0 (See Eq. C-7). 52 

��� = � �
1 − ����� 

Eq. C-8 is the extension of Eq. C-7 by substituting Terzaghi’s Principle ���=� − !=����� − ! 53 

and ���=�"# − ! . The overburden pressure �"# contributes to vertical stress and the 54 

minimum pressure to withstand on lateral direction is named fracture pressure � . The �  is 55 

usually considered to be equal with ����� as the least principle stress �$ in practical aspect. 56 

[C-1] 

[C-2] 

[C-3] 

[C-4]

[C-5]

[C-6]

[C-7]
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Detailed discussion may refer to the Coulomb Faulting Theory and the Anderson’s Stress 57 

and Faulting Classification System [4]. 58 

� = � �
1 − �� (�"# − !) + ! 

Term �/(1 − �) mentioned as Eaton’s stress ratio is a material or lithology dependence. 59 

Density is subject to porosity & hence for the same lithology it must have different Poisson’s 60 

ratio at various compaction level [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. A rock temperature also influences 61 

Poisson’s ratio [12]. We denote this term as ' in Eq. C-9 to generalize the case.   62 

� = '(�"# − !) + ! 

Once Eq. C-9 is divided by depth (; this is what being called fracture gradient � /(. Some 63 

existing equations mostly play with the stress ratio '. The classic model assumes that �=1/4 64 

(equivalent with '=1/3) and �"#/(=1 psi/ft at Gulf Coast area resulting Eq. C-10 [13]. Other 65 

model proposed a term called matrix stress coefficient or stress ratio )� which is exactly 66 

equal to ' (See Eq. C-11) [14]. Another model came with an equation that exact with Eq. C-8 67 

divided by depth (. Eaton preferred to present it in Poison’s ratio term [15]. 68 

� ( = 1 + 2!
3( 

� ( = )� (�"# − !)
( + !

( 

Those proposed equations of fracture gradient could come up from Hooke’s Law (C-1) and 69 

Poisson’s ratio definition (C-2) and by adopting Terzaghi’s Principle. This principle lets Biot’s 70 

constant ,=1 for relating effective stress ��, total stress �, and pore pressure ! (See Eq. C-71 

12) and to neglect rock grain deformations [16]. 72 

�� = � − ,! 

A fracture gradient versus depth provides a guideline for casing design in which the lowest 73 

fracture gradients addressed to casing shoe location [17, 18]. 74 

2. Comments on Marbun et al.’s paper (2015) 75 

The latest study by Marbun et al. [1] claimed that they proposed a new methodology to 76 

predict fracture gradient by modifying the constant value (stress ratio) in Eaton’s and 77 

[C-8]

[C-9]

[C-10]

[C-11]

[C-12]
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Matthew–Kelly’s (MK) equation with limited field data. Those constants are named 78 

�/(1 − �) and )�, respectively for Eaton’s and MK’s stress ratio. That statement sounds an 79 

exaggeration of saying that their method is a new one. There are eight misleading 80 

information abstracted from their paper. Detailed findings arise as follow. 81 

(a) A questionable thought addresses on how to achieve overburden pressure and pore 82 

pressure in detail. Marbun et al.’s paper stated that overburden is computed using 83 

neutron and density log. How it was performed is questionable. Pore pressure 84 

prediction method referred to Stephani’s Bachelor Thesis in 2013 that is not open to 85 

public thus it is not citable and not discussable.  86 

(b) Marbun et al. used Gulf Coast data to generate stress ratio )� and Poisson’s ratio �. 87 

The processed data came with a justification that the conventional methods do not 88 

meet Formation Integrity Test (FIT) and Leak of Test (LOT) value. This is, absolutely, 89 

not an apple-to-apple comparison as the selected well data have their own clear rock 90 

stratigraphy (See Fig. 2 of Marbun et al.’s paper). No justification should be made 91 

under such fallacy while data matching is inevitably expected. 92 

(c) Poisson’s ratio-porosity empirical model has an exponential decay where �- and . 93 

are positive empirical constants (See Eq. C-13) [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].  94 

� = �- exp(−.&) 
Porosity of sedimentary rock has a decaying relationship with depth, &=�(2) [19, 20, 95 

21, 22]. Effective vertical stress ��� affetcs porosity & or mathematically written as 96 

&=�(���). Effective stress is also depth-dependent ���=�(2) [23] which then implies 97 

&=�(2). Poisson’s ratio, therefore, does have a trend with a depth �=�(2). A direct 98 

digitation by citing the classic results [14, 15] are performed (See Fig. C-1).  It shows 99 

that the direct citation compared to Eq. 6 and 7 of Marbun et al.’s papers are 100 

different. 101 

)� = 2.84 × 1089(: + 	1.1102903 × 108=( − 0.106214796336	� = 4.618272 × 108@=($ − 2.03019285297 × 1089(: +	3.27436946581803 × 108B( + 0.281550687489 

The data of MK’s stress ratio )� is restricted to 2-20 thousand feet and it has a 102 

distinct difference with Eq. 6 at shallower than 4000 ft depth. Marbun et al.’s paper 103 

covers 0 to 4000 ft. Some FIT and LOT data are even shallower i.e. 1000 ft in which 104 

[C-13]

[6] 

[7] 
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are not covered by the original data in the literature [14, 15] . The field case is not 105 

even deeper than 5000 ft. This mistake is pointed out through Fig. C-1. The model for 106 

extrapolating original MK’s stress ratio using Eq. 6 is wrong for shallower depth. 107 

(d) A simple regression of 2-degree polynomial they performed is subject to initial data 108 

of stress ratio )� and Poisson’s ratio � (See Eq. 10 and 11 of Marbun et al.’s paper). 109 

Infinite options of stress and Poisson’s ratio from around the world are actually 110 

available to run Marbun et al.’s method. The regression process by using the 111 

available data can empirically produce the constants C@, C:, and C$ in Eq. 10 and 11. 112 

A considerable claim should be a curve fitting with a Gulf Coast’s data initialization 113 

on the local well data i.e. LOT and FIT. This method could be fed up with an infinite 114 

degree of freedom of initialization data to select '. It can be from Gulf Coast or 115 

somewhere else. It does not mean the paper is flexible in various field as they 116 

claimed. It is more into letting a puzzling way whether or not the input (lithology, 117 

stress ratio, overburden and pore pressure) is correct.  118 

)��DE = C@(: + C:( + C$ 

���DE = C@(: + C:( + C$ 

(e) An attempt carried out by Marbun et al.’s paper is multiplying MK’s stress ratio and 119 

Poisson’s ratio with F and then adding with G (See Eq. C-14 and C-15, see Marbun et 120 

al.’s Eq. 8 and 9 for explicit declarations). 121 

)��DE = )�F + G = (,H(: + IJ( + KH)F + G 

��DE = �F + G = (,L(: + IL( + KL)F + G 

Marbun et al.’s version for Eq. C-14 and C-15 are Eq. 10 and 11 respectively. Table 1 122 

of Marbun et al.’s paper declares the value of C@, C:, and C$. A relation indicates that 123 

C@=	,�F, C:=I�F, C$=K�F+G where M can be ) or �. The value of F and G follow the 124 

rock strata. There is no firm science to claim that Marbun et al.’s paper modified 125 

MK’s and Eaton’s ratio. That paper ends to be a method that employed MK’s and 126 

Eaton’s stress ratio in the form of Eq. 10 and 11 within Gulf Coast’s data as its 127 

initialization. Thus, the claim by authors that they did modify the constant in Eaton’s 128 

[C-14]

[C-15]

[10]

[11]
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and MK’s are not proper. Their results are conventional curve fitting with a 2-degree 129 

polynomial fitting model. 130 

(f) Their works through Table 2 reveal that the easiest way to perform a curve fitting is 131 

shifting the curve which means F=1 and G is arbitrary. Selecting both arbitrary F and 132 

G are less preferable than holding F at 1.  A constant G	is the key to handling to shift 133 

fracture gradient curve. The FIT and LOT is a single point data, not a line hence it is 134 

easy to drag initial fracture gradient curve to cross the desired point. Marbun et al.’s 135 

method is just to drag passing through a single point even if there are more than FIT 136 

or LOT data in each well because the rock strata are in a compartment of five layers. 137 

The method comes out to assume FIT or LOT data are in different layer for each 138 

point as if that method is robust. Changing F	means amplifying a curve that might 139 

alter the pattern (curvature). The option to change F is infinite degree of freedom. 140 

The method performed in Marbun et al.’s paper will change the effective vertical 141 

stress contribution to somewhat mess up the results by imposing F≠1. Consequently, 142 

the attempt to utilize neutron and density log for overburden pressure estimation 143 

and to deploy mud logging data required in d-exp equation for pore pressure 144 

prediction would be useless if F is more various than G.  145 

(g) The absence of seismic data of p-wave velocity NO and s-wave velocity NP might be a 146 

reason not to be able to provide Poisson’s ratio because Poisson’s ratio analytically 147 

comes up as Eq. C-16 [4].  148 

� =
12 �NONP�

: − 1
�NONP�

: − 1
 

Marbun et al.’s works have, however, published the lithology of the formation as 149 

presented in Section 2.4 and 2.5 (See Fig. 2 of Marbun et al.’s paper). It is possible to 150 

develop a local Poisson’s ratio model following typical of rock Poisson’s ratio and will 151 

be adjusted to local porosity if needed. The typical of Poisson’s ratio of rocks are 152 

around [24]: 0.05-0.40 (sandstone), 0.10-0.33 (limestone), 0.25-0.40 (claystone) and 153 

0.05-0.32 (shale). Saturating fluid also influences Poisson’s ratio [25]. Dry/gas 154 

saturated sandstone is on 0.10-0.17 and water saturated sandstone is on 0.32-0.42. 155 

Oil saturated limestone is on 0.18-0.22 and water saturated limestone is on 0.32-156 

[C-16]
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0.37. Assigning constant G means shifting the curve hence it will be similar to the 157 

local formation. As if that paper came up with a novel result that is G has a 158 

correlation with lithology. It has no meaning to correlate G with respect to the 159 

lithology. The value could considerably be in “normal trend” because it is in the 160 

range of typical values, but the whole curve and lithology grouping is questionable 161 

(See Table C-1 and Table C-2). 162 

(h) We found mismatch depths presented by Marbun et al.’s paper. Figure 5  through 9 163 

of Marbun et al.’s paper do not show the corresponding wells. It is not acceptable 164 

because Figure 2 indicates that the stratigraphy has their depth interval for each of 165 

three wells. It is necessary to have a correlation of Poisson’s ratio or MK’s stress ratio 166 

for not only each lithology but also each well hence there should be 15 correlations 167 

to reveal. Figure 13 of Marbun et al.’s paper only shows four groups of lithology 168 

whereas they claimed there are five groups (See Table C-1 and Table C-2).  169 

3. Practice in industry 170 

Pore pressure, three principal stresses (�"#, �����, and ����
), pressure safety drilling 171 

window, and drilling trajectory are the typical work output of geologist, interpreter 172 

geophysicist, petrophysicist, and structural geologist or geomechanicist (if any, depends on 173 

company policy). They will then inform drilling engineers to develop a drilling program: 174 

drilling rig power, hole and casing size, bit, hydraulic program (include mud design), and well 175 

control.  176 

3.1 Pore pressure 177 

Best practice is to avoid predicting pore pressure by looking into data acquired in nearby 178 

wells. The procedure usually sets a range of pore pressure, which may consist of water 179 

gradient, variations in PVT, mud gradients, flowing BHP and historical pressure records. It is 180 

possible to transform seismic properties into pore pressure provided that sufficient spatial 181 

resolution existed [26]. Once seismic-interpreted Poisson’s ratio and three principal stresses 182 

match nearby-wells’ pore pressure data or drilling mud weight used, seismic velocities could 183 

be transformed into pore pressure for targeted well [26].  184 
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3.2 Overburden pressure 185 

The preferred procedure is to look at density data provided by density log. However, a 186 

poorly-drilled borehole or highly-varied lithologies (interbedded/high impuritiy facies) 187 

within a drilled formation may cause scatter in density log recording. A quick data QC may 188 

be carried out in the drilling site by overlaying density log recording by formation lithology 189 

sequence acquired from cutting analysis. Further analysis may involve laboratory study on 190 

mineralogy by XRD and EDS, pore shape by SEM image, pore size distribution by mercury 191 

intrusion, porosity-permeability relationships, and resistivity (also Q, cementation factor; R, 192 

saturation exponent) [27].  A single regression line of density versus depth function is 193 

created from post-processed density log then transformed into overburden pressure. 194 

3.3 Poisson's ratio and pressure safety drilling window 195 

The preferable equation is Eq. C-8 because more physical meaning to predict a fracture 196 

gradient. A range of pressure from pore pressure to fracture pressure is named pressure 197 

safety drilling window. This lead to where a casing should be addressed. If there is high 198 

confidence that the formation will withstand a kick while drilling (e.g. competent reservoir, 199 

low likelihood of gas encounter, development well in a well-dense field), top-down method 200 

will be used as it exerts the lightest mud possible up to the deepest possible TVD. When 201 

drilling a less-certain well such as exploration or there is an agreement that a formation 202 

would not stand pressure exerted by a kick, bottom-up approach will be used as the same 203 

principle applies. It has also been widely applied that well segmentation is necessary for 204 

similar lithology [28, 29]. Thus, Marbun et al.’s method for rock grouping is not novel. 205 

Pressure While Drilling (PWD) data could give a meaningful approach to predict minimum 206 

horizontal stress by improving LOT measurement accuracy, lost circulation identification, 207 

and ballooning incidents identification because PWD continuously measures annular 208 

pressure while drilling process is running [4].   209 

4. Concluding remarks 210 

A serious action to restate the claims of Marbun et al.’s paper novelty must be taken. An 211 

erratum on the data and results is a must. Summary of the eight faulty contentions are:  212 

(a) Questionable considerations exist in obtaining overburden pressure and pore 213 

pressure extensively. 214 

(b) Comparing local well with Gulf Coast data is not a proper appeal. 215 
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(c) The governed equations to predict MK's stress ratio and Poisson's ratio are distorted 216 

fitting from original Gulf Coast data through a direct digitation. 217 

(d) The manner to select data initialization is fuzzy. 218 

(e) The published works did not develop a newer equation; only a curve fitting without a 219 

discovery and doubtful curvature. 220 

(f) The introduced constants F and G deceive the readers as if those constants are the 221 

novelty.  222 

(g) The summarized typical Poisson's ratio of rocks discloses that the Marbun et al.'s 223 

prediction is not correct. 224 

(h) The depth data between stratigraphy and results emerge a disparity. 225 

The presented discussion and correlation of Marbun et al.’s paper have no contribution to 226 

existing methods in particular and science of rock mechanics in general. It is just a case 227 

study in which the Marbun et al.’s proposed methods have no solid science background. 228 

Best practice in the industry has already exposed an accountable direction to develop a 229 

pressure safety drilling window. 230 

  231 
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Figure 232 

 233 

Figure C-1. Matthew-Kelly’s (MK) stress ratio and Poisson’s ratio (PR) versus depth. Part (a): 234 

Comparing literature data with Marbun et al.’s Eq. 6 and 7. Data is directly cited 235 

from literature [14, 15] with asterisk * in the legend). The yellow-dashed area is 236 

zoomed in (b) covering 0 to 4000 ft. Part (b): It is to emphasize that MK’s stress 237 

ratio is different with the literature which only provides restricted initial depth, 238 

i.e. 1000s and 2000s ft for Poisson’s ratio (PR) and MK’s stress ratio respectively. 239 
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Table 240 

Table C-1.  A comparison of typical Poisson’s ratio (PR) of a certain rock from published 241 

data on Marbun et al.’s Eq. 11 (Equation’s constants in Table 1). 242 

Group Typical of PR* 

Poisson’s Ratio 

Well 1** Well 3** Well 5** 
Data from 

Figure 13 

1 (Claystone) 0.250
[24]

-0.400
[24]

 0.445-0.456 0.445-0.455 0.445-0.456 0.445-0.481 

2 (Limestone) 0.100
[24]

-0.365
[25] 

0.337-0.379 0.335-0.369 0.337-0.377 0.421-0.463 

3 (Claystone) 0.250
[24]

-0.400
[24]

 0.389-0.395 0.382-0.389 0.388-0.395 0.420-0.424 

4 (Sandstone) 0.050
[24]

-0.420
[25] 

0.356-0.358 0.351-0.352 0.356-0.358 0.435-0.438 

5 (Shale) 0.050
[24]

-0.417
[25] 

0.391-0.392 0.388-0.390 0.391-0.392 *** 

*Refer to Gercek [24] and Condessa [25]. All PR presented by Gercek [24] have smaller lower-

boundary. Some PR presented by Condessa [25] have higher upper-boundary. 

**Computed using Eq. 11 of Marbun et al.’s paper [1]. The writing format is associated with top 

to bottom depth boundary of stratigraphy clustering which is presented in Table C-2. 

***Data is not necessarily compared to five lithology groups or Well 1, 3, and 5 because Fig. 13 

only provides four groups. We assume the lithology clustering is from Group 1 to 4 only. 

 243 

  244 
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Table C-2.  A comparison of lithology classification versus depth interval. 245 

Group 

Depth interval (TVD in meter) 

Well 1* Well 3* Well 5* 
Data from 

Figure 13 

1 (Claystone) 0-1331 0-1257 0-1358 0-1980 

2 (Limestone) 1331-3560 1257-3009 1358-3451 1980-3725 

3 (Claystone) 3560-4049 3009-3553 3451-4048 3725-4025 

4 (Sandstone) 4049-4239 3553-3716 4048-4198 4025-4355 

5 (Shale) 4239-4470 3716-3988 4198-4402 ** 

*Data from Fig. 2 of Marbun et al.’s paper [1]. 

**Data is not necessarily compared to five lithology groups or Well 1, 3, and 5 

because Fig. 13 only provides four groups. We assume the lithology clustering is 

from Group 1 to 4 only. 
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Appendix: Derivation of Constitutive Stress-Strain Relationships 247 

Hooke’s Law (Eq. A-1) is a law stating that the strain � in a solid is proportional to the 248 

applied effective stress �� within the elastic limit of that solid.  249 

�� = �� 

Poisson’s ratio (Eq. A-2) is the ratio of transverse strain �S to longitudinal strain �|| in the 250 

direction of compressing or stretching force. The compression will yield �S>0 and �||<0 while 251 

the stretching force will result �S<0 and �||>0. Therefore, Poisson’s ratio of rock and 252 

granular material is kept in positive value.  253 

� = −�S�|| 

 254 

 255 

 256 

Statements according to Figure A-1 and expanding to the understanding of x and y-257 

direction: 258 

1. Effective stress in z-direction ��� will affect a longitudinal strain �||=Δ2/2- and normal 259 

or transversal strains �S=ΔU/U- and �S=ΔV/V-.  260 

Gets fatter 

Gets shorter 

Initial condition

After stressed

Figure A-1. Illustration of compression on z-direction. Blue box is initial condition and red 

box is final condition after being pressed through –z. 

[A-1]

[A-2]
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2. Effective stress in y-direction ���  will affect a longitudinal strain �||=ΔV/V- and 261 

normal or transversal strains �S=ΔU/U-	and �S=Δ2/2-.  262 

3. Effective stress in x-direction �
�  will affect a longitudinal strain �||=ΔU/U- and normal 263 

or transversal strains �S=ΔV/V- and �S=Δ2/2-. 264 

Thus, in term of �S=Δ2/2-, it will follow statement (2) and (3) above and be as follow.  265 

� = X−�S�||YZ||
= [− ���
\Z]̂ = X− ����YZ_̂

 

Let consider the net strain due to stress on all directions.  266 

���D` = [Δ22-\Z]̂ + [Δ22-\Z_̂ + [Δ22-\Zâ 

���D` = ��Z]̂ + ��Z_̂ + ��Zâ 

Input Eq. A-3 into Eq. A-5. 267 

���D` = −��
Z]̂ − ���Z_̂ + ��Zâ 

Input Eq. A-1 into Eq. A-6. 268 

���D` = −� �
�� − � ���� + ����  

���D` = 1
� ���� − �b�
� + ��� c� 

By similar understanding, we will obtain �
�D` and ���D`, similar like Eq. A-8.  269 

�
�D` = 1
� ��
� − �b��� + ��� c� 

���D` = 1
� ���� − �(��� + �
�)� 
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